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New show uncovers a long tradition for princes of Wales to excuse their own behaviour by comparing it to Prince Hal’s ...
Exhibition reveals how Shakespeare’s Hal has excused royal heirs for centuries
A new digital exhibition explores the relationship between Shakespeare's works and the royal family through history ...
New exhibition reveals entwined stories of royal family and Shakespeare across centuries
But that insight might fall victim to technology's intrusion into humanity. These innovations are not without merit. The utility is significant and, as
suggested in their blog post, can include a wide ...
Can Causality Become a Victim of Technology?
Read by more than 8 million students, The Norton Anthology of English Literature sets the standard. New longer texts include: Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight in Simon Armitage's new translation, ...
The Norton Anthology of English Literature: 1
The indigenous playwright/actor jumped the pond to England to pursue a Ph.D. in Shakespeare with a personal ... she turns in a paper on the Wounded
Knee Massacre hoping her teachers might learn ...
‘Where We Belong’ explores connection between past, present
Knights in armor guard the entrance to a two-story Colonial-style home that serves as the headquarters for the Shakespeare Society ... a massive marine
biology research center and that’s about ...
The very peculiar society tucked away in a teeny NorCal town
Either way, we hope there’s a way to smoke with Shakespeare in the afterlife. Elissa Esher is Assistant Editor at GreenState. Her work has also appeared in
The Boston Guardian, Brooklyn Paper ...
Did Shakespeare smoke cannabis?
One of the UK’s most eminent Shakespeare scholars has revealed that they were approached by a representative of Boris Johnson to help him write his very
delayed biography of the Bard. The book ...
How Boris Johnson writes his biographies: Scholar was asked to help with Shakespeare book
They might have been our future economists. Fewer of them could harm the nation’s decision-making - and its happiness.
Why the big drop in high school economics students is a crisis for us all
For others, Britain´s Royal Shakespeare Company included ... which is a massive potential.” Research by the RSC during lockdowns found audiences
willing to pay for digital content and prepared ...
All the world’s an audience whether theaters are light or dark
Burns is the author of the book “Shakespeare’s Political Wisdom,” and his research interests range ... seminars and attended the student paper panel on
Saturday morning, where students ...
Lee Hosts Shakespeare Political Science And Philosophy Symposium
Former chief justice of the High Court Robert French.Credit:John Shakespeare The prominent ... documents attached to the home reveal science research
firm Trajan Group co-founder Angela Tomisich ...
Former chief justice gets republican feels
He is the author of Shakespeare’s Mediated World (1976) and dozens of articles and reviews of works on and about William Shakespeare. Claire Kahane,
Professor Emerita of English at UB, is also a ...
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Emeritus Faculty
"What's past is prologue," a quote from William Shakespeare's "The Tempest," presumes that though ... The group has an extensive library of technical and
research papers, and its training programs and ...
5 For 50: Akron still capitalizing on rubber
Kevin Shakespeare, of Crabtree, Peterborough, attacked the man in his room at The Great Northern Hotel, near Peterborough railway station, on the
evening of April 10. The 45-year-old, who was also ...
Man stormed Peterborough hotel room and attacked victim unprovoked
One defendant is due in court this morning for alleged drink-driving on a Wind e-scooter in Shakespeare Street, Nottingham, and driving without a licence
on June 17. Other charges listed before ...
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